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Post 16 Study

Language and Structure Evaluation Imaginatue wr iting Compar ison Paper 2 Lit Paper 2 lang Paper 1 Lit Paper 1 Lang

An Inspector Calls  Academic 

Writing focus

Pre- secondary

How does Golding use language and structure to convey the brutality of Piggy's murder. Assessment focus on the character of Claudio and h is feelings about Hero. Three diary entries.

Shakespeare's Much ado about Nothing
Can you compare texts written from different perspectives? Can you compare how poets use language and structure for effect? Can you use sensory language to convey your experiences to the reader? What does it take to be human? How do humans create order? Can you link the conventions of A Midsummer Night's Dream to Much Ado?

The Lord of the Flies
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The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas and Anne Frank's Diary Poetry Comparison Travel Writing Unit Mary Shelley's Frankenstein (Play)

Comparison of the presentation of the holocaust from  a fiction and non-fiction perspective Range of poems paired by themes of nature, war and older women. Assessment: GCSE style comparison of named poem and 
one other.

Study of extracts from Bill Bryson, Louis Theroux and a range of other travel writers. Assessment: To create own piece of travel writing. Dr Frankenstein writes a personal letter, conveying the mistakes he has made in the creation of 

h is'monster.'

Literature Paper 1
Language Paper 2 Section A

Study of Paper 2 (English  Language) questions and exam technique. Past paper (section B) transactional writing task for 

assessment. Writing and presentation of GCSE Spoken Language presentation.
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Steinbeck's Of Mice and Men Winter themed unit: Imaginative and transactional writing. Diverse Cultures:  Belonging Poetry Romeo and Juliet Thomas Hardy: The Withered Arm GCSE Focus: An Inspector Calls

Assessment focus on the portrayal of Eva Smith.

Can you understand the effect of context on both writers and readers? Are you aware of the impact of your writing on the reader? Can you analyse the linguistic and structural techniques used by poets? Can you understand how texts are socially, culturally and historically constructed? Can you understand the impact of the belief in the supernatural in 
Victorian society?

How does Priestley convey the conflicting ideologies of  capitalism and socialism?

GCSE style essay on character, using quotations and linking in contextual knowledge. Reading non-fiction and fiction texts on the theme of winter. Imaginative writing: a 
winter's journey. 

In  Wales wanting to be Italian , Peckham Rye Lane, Sunday Dip , Bronte Mists, To my Sister. Assessment: Compare how feelings are presented in 'In  Wales wanting to be Italian ' and one other poem. Literature essay on the presentation of love in the play. Hardy seeks to shock the reader. Evaluate how successfully this is 
achieved.
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A Christmas Carol (Lit and Language Language and Structure) GCSE Belonging Poetry (4 poems) Literature Paper 2 Macbeth: Plot, Context and Character Exploration Language Paper 2 Reading Non-Fiction Texts and Transactional Writing and 
Can you analyse Dickens' use of language and structure to create effects? Can you use exam skills to explore a 

Literature Paper 1?
Can you analyse language and stucture, evaluate and compare non-f iction texts?

Can you write for a specific audience and purpose?

GCSE Language and structure analysis of extracts from the novella. Peer assess a Question 3 and Question 4 Lit Part B question
Language Paper 1 section B style 

question

Captain Cook, Clear and Gentle Stream, I Remember, The Emigree Literature Paper 2 GCSE Language and structure analysis of extracts from the play.

How can we use our language and s tructure analys is  skills  

in a Language Paper?

How to use context and our knowledge of quotations to 

explore a whole text question.

How to write imaginatively inspired by 

images

Can you compare the presentation of belongingin two poems? Can we apply our skill and knowledge to a whole 

exam paper?
What are the conventions of a Shakespearean tragedy?

Can we explore the two plays themeatically? Which areas do you need to improve? Refining the application of our skills and knowledge: progressing to writing an assured critical analysis. Refin ing the application of our skills and knowledge: progressing to writing an assured critical analysis. Which areas do you need to improve?

We Refugees, Us, Kumukanda, Jamaican British, My Mother's Kitchen, 
Island Man 

  

Lit Paper 2  Q1b Assess evaluation skills Whole class feedback on Paper 1 questions PL WORK Assessment personalised for each class: identified from the mock examinations Assessment personalised for each class: identified from the mock examinations PL work Revision and timed question practice

Links to primary schools to check which texts are being taught. Building on KS2 grammar skills taught for KS2 SATS.

National Curriculum and Assessment Objectives: 

KS3 NC

Key s tage 3

Reading

Pupils  should be taught to:

•develop an appreciation and love of reading, and read increas ingly challenging mater ial independently through:

oreading a wide range of fiction and non-fiction, including in particular  whole books , short s tor ies , poems and plays  with a wide coverage of genres , his tor ical per iods , forms  and authors , including high-quality works  from English literature, both pre-1914 and contemporary, including prose, poetry and drama; 

Shakespeare (2 plays ) and seminal wor ld literature

ochoos ing and reading books  independently for  challenge, interes t and enjoyment

orereading books  encountered ear lier  to increase familiar ity with them and provide a bas is  for  making compar isons

ounders tand increas ingly challenging texts  through:

olearning new vocabulary, relating it explicitly to known vocabulary and unders tanding it with the help of context and dictionar ies

omaking inferences  and referr ing to evidence in the text

oknowing the purpose, audience for  and context of the wr iting and drawing on this  knowledge to support comprehens ion

orecognis ing a range of poetic conventions  and unders tanding how these have been used

ostudying setting, plot, and character isation, and the effects  of these

ounders tanding how the work of dramatis ts  is  communicated effectively through per formance and how alternative s taging allows  for  different interpretations  of a play

omaking cr itical compar isons  across  texts

os tudying a range of authors , including at leas t 2 authors  in depth each year

Writing

Pupils  should be taught to:

•wr ite accurately, fluently, effectively and at length for  pleasure and information through:

owriting for  a wide range of purposes  and audiences , including: well-s tructured formal expos itory and narrative essays ; s tor ies , scr ipts , poetry and other imaginative wr iting; notes  and polished scr ipts  for  talks  and presentations  and a range of other narrative and non-narrative texts , including arguments , and 

personal and formal letters

osummaris ing and organis ing mater ial, and supporting ideas  and arguments  with any necessary factual detail

oapplying their  growing knowledge of vocabulary, grammar and text s tructure to their  wr iting and selecting the appropr iate form

odrawing on knowledge of literary and rhetor ical devices  from their  reading and lis tening to enhance the impact of their  wr iting

•plan, draft, edit and proofread through:

 Grammar and vocabulary

Pupils  should be taught to:

•consolidate and build on their  knowledge of grammar and vocabulary through:

oextending and applying the grammatical knowledge 

os tudying the effectiveness  and impact of the grammatical features  of the texts  they read

odrawing on new vocabulary and grammatical cons tructions  from their  reading and lis tening, and us ing these conscious ly in their  wr iting and speech to achieve particular  effects

oknowing and unders tanding the differences  between spoken and wr itten language, including differences  associated with formal and informal regis ters , and between Standard English and other var ieties  of English

ous ing Standard English confidently in their  own writing and speech

odiscuss ing reading, wr iting and spoken language with precise and confident use of linguis tic and literary terminology

Spoken English

Pupils  should be taught to:

•speak confidently and effectively, including through:

ous ing Standard English confidently in a range of formal and informal contexts , including clas sroom discuss ion

ogiving short speeches  and presentations , express ing their  own ideas  and keeping to the point

KS3 and KS4 Assessment Objectives :

AO1 

● Identify and interpret explicit and implicit information and ideas

● Select and synthes ise evidence from different texts

AO2 Explain, comment on and analyse how writers  use language and s tructure to achieve effects  and influence readers , us ing relevant subject terminology to support their  views

AO3 Compare wr iters ’ ideas  and perspectives , as  well as  how these are conveyed, across  two or more texts

AO4 Evaluate texts  cr itically and support this  with appropr iate textual references

WRITING

AO5 

● Communicate clear ly, effectively and imaginatively, selecting and adapting tone, s tyle and regis ter  for  different forms , purposes  and audiences

● Organise information and ideas , us ing s tructural and grammatical features  to support coherence and cohes ion of texts

AO6 Candidates  must use a range of vocabulary and sentence s tructures  for  clar ity, purpose and effect, with accurate spelling and punctuation

SPOKEN LANGUAGE

AO7 Demonstrate presentation skills  in a formal setting

Curriculum Principles

Balanced – Promotes  intellectual, moral, spir itual, creative, emotional, and phys ical development as  equally important.

Rigorous – Seeks  to develop intra-disciplinary habits  of mind; the subject matter  is  taught in a way that is  faithful to its  discipline.

Coherent  – Makes  explicit connections  and links  between the different subjects /exper iences  encountered.

Progression Model – Focuses  on progress ion by carefully sequencing knowledge; provides  clar ity about what getting better  at a subject means  (knowing and remember more)

Appropriate – Looks  to avoid making unreasonable demands  by matching level of challenge to a s tudent’s  current level of matur ity/knowledge.

Focussed – Seeks  to keep the curr iculum manageable by teaching the most important knowledge, identifies  the big ideas  or key concepts  within a subject.

Relevant  – Seeks  to connect the valued outcomes  of the curr iculum to the s tudents  being taught it; provides  opportunities  for  s tudents  to make informed choices .

Year 8 Class of 2025/2026 Curriculum Map
Subject: English 

Study of major writers from the literary canon: Chaucer, Dickens, Robert Louis Stevenson, Shakespeare,  Wordsworth, Byron, Shelley, Keats, Golding. HG Wells, Steinbeck. Priestley

Detailed teaching of sentences structures and grammar
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Belonging Poetry (6 poems) Thematic Study of A Christmas Carol Language Both Papers Gender and power within Macbeth and An Inspector Calls Feedback from Mocks Language and Literature paper 2 focus Language and Literature paper 1 focus Feedback from Mocks Exam Practice Public Examinations
Can you compare the presentation of belonging in two poems? Supernatural, poverty, family


